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In the webinar “Instagram Analytics”, Amanda Rice explains multiple ways to use 

Instagram insights to increase engagement. To access Instagram analytics, one must 

switch their profile into a business account which is free and easy to do. She then says 

that this is the best way to understand who the audience is, when they are most active, 

and what type of content they engage with the most. ultimately having this information 

can drive results and help increase sales if you are a business owner looking to get into 

the social media scene. After accessing Instagram analytics, Amanda goes on to say 

there are six different analytics to track: audience, feed slash posts, stories and reels, 

IG TV, shopping, an live, and guides. 

     Amanda Rice then transitions into how to use these analytics to increase Instagram 

engagement. You can use the audience analytics to find the best time to post, which is 

when your followers are the most active on the app. Another way to increase 

engagement is to start conversations using the story sticker feature. The question 

sticker can help followers to get to know one’s brand better. The quiz is interactive and 

will help to get to know one’s followers better. The countdown sticker can let followers 

know when you are planning to have a sale or event. A couple other ways to increase 



engagement is to regularly test and analyze new content types create ‘saveable’ 

content that viewers will want to look back at. 

     Amanda then finishes the lecture by informing viewers the five practices she uses on 

her own Instagram to increase engagement. The first one is to promptly respond to 

mentions, comments, and direct messages. The second one is to jump on viral trends. 

The third one is to practice the three C’S; Content, consistency, and creativity. The 4th 

one is to engage before and after posting, and the last one is to practice quality over 

quantity.  


